Additional Tributes to Chester James

You may consider yourself blessed if you have known a man like Chester James in your lifetime. I will never know another like him.
And now he belongs to the ages.

Robert Stetzer

Just heard of the passing of Capt. Chester James. Chester was the best of the best. As the Chief Pilot in IAH he won the admiration and love of all his pilots
no matter their parentage. We have lost a leader of men and women that won’t easily be equaled. God bless you Chester, RIP and save me a seat in your
new jet. I know where it is headed.

PJ Markovits

It is difficult to capture the pathos we feel for the good friend and great leader we had in Chester James. Let it simply be said that he did the best of things in
the worst of times, that he was the personification of salt and light to friends, co-workers and family alike and that of his measure there has been no equal.
Rest in peace my friend. You are sorely missed.
Vince

Vince Liscano

There are those that we come across in our journey of life that when we hear of their passing it hits us just a little harder. For myself, Chester was one of those
people. I will forever remember as a new hire pilot Chester‘s warm welcome to Continental Airlines. Then, through the years knowing he would truly have your
back with management, for advice or just a laugh Chester was always there for you. When we finally check out as Captains, one strives to emulate the best
ones we have flown with. For myself, Chester was one of those mentors I always thought of and will forever remember.

Joe Vacca, forwarded by Dennis McDonald
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